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The drawings, pulp prints and sculptures produced for my thesis are futher animated by the belief that nature is telling us something with its expressive vocabulary of lines, shapes, textures and colors. In every weather-worn remnant, there is a narrative-a life history and lessons to be learned. Captivated by the recurring forms and patterns found on land and in the sea, I find myself trying to decipher this language through close observation and interaction with the objects I collect, study and draw from, as well as the natural materials used to produce the work.
Through the rituals of drawing and erasing, steaming, cooking and preparing fiber, concealing and revealing imagery, form and text, I find myself connecting with these narratives and participating in an age-old dialogue with nature. For many years, it consisted of paintings and drawings that were largely representational-an attempt to capture the beauty and vibrancy of coastal and marine habitats and the wildlife within (e.g., birds, fish, sea sponges, mollusks, etc.).
vi
Along the way, I encountered hand papermaking as a creative discipline and was immediately enchanted by its potential. I loved everything about it: the fiber suspended like clouds in a vat of soothing water, the ritual and repetitive motion of sheet forming, and the ability to work inside the paper, as well as the surface. Before long, I began attending various papermaking workshops at Arrowmont, Penland, The Robert Williams Paper Museum and Women's Studio Workshop. Somewhere along the line, I began to "think" in paper, filling notebooks with ideas for sculptures and two-dimensional works. My enthusiasm grew, so much that I eventually transformed a carport into an enclosed papermaking studio at my home in north central Florida.
At about the same time, I discovered paper mulberry trees (aka kozo) growing just a few feet from my studio door. Using Timothy Barrett's book Japanese Papermaking as a guide, I made my first Asian-style paper from the tree's inner bark or bast fiber. While the paper was primitively made, its sheen and translucency gave it a presence other materials didn't have. It seemed the energy of the plant was somehow captured in those golden cellulose fibers.
Other facets of the process intrigued me, as well. What was it about papermaking that had such a captivating effect-even a spiritual or healing quality? And what was the connection between my interest in paper, specifically bast fibers like kozo, and some of the deeper personal ix themes developing in my work? The more I experimented with these materials, the more I wanted to know.
These inquiries ultimately inspired me to pursue an MFA in paper and book arts at the University of Iowa, Center for the Book.
Introduction
The body of work represented here is part of an ongoing investigation that finally gained traction thanks to concentrated reading, writing, discussion, studio practice, and skills learned during my time at the University of Iowa. Several themes emerged as a result.
The first speaks to a long-time fascination with the energy that surrounds us in naturean invisible power that creates exquisite designs and structures only to destroy them and start again. For me, the numinous beauty of a shimmering maple tree seed, decaying oak leaf, or delicate sea shell awash on the beach serves as a tangible (and daily) reminder that life is precious in all forms.
I cannot fully explain why I am intrigued with the detritus instead of the living organisms, but continued investigation provides clues. While researching the meaning of relic, I
was reminded of the various religions that use physical objects to help us understand the abstract or unknown-to grasp the mysterious transformation that occurs between the presence and absence of life. It was also no surprise to learn that some ancient cultures, like the Maya in Central America and Mexico, considered the outer shell of specific mollusks (sea shells) to be sacred, enclosing them in tombs with the dead to serve as temporary vessels for the soul as it transitioned to the next life. After analyzing the forms I've been intuitively interested in (bivalves, marine exoskeletons, delicate egg casings, etc.), it appears I'm tapping into an age-old fascination with nature's detritus and the mysteries of life and death.
Paralleling my fascination with natural relics is an interest in ideas posed by philosophers throughout history who considered Nature an enormous unbound book with its own narrative to be read, studied and shared. Individuals like Aristotle, Galileo, Paracelsus, Newton, and Boyle (to name a few) acknowledged the presence of an unseen force in the material objects they were studying. In their writings, many of them referenced this presence as the Book of Nature-a second scripture of sorts to be learned and revered so one might become closer to the Creator.
I was riveted when first learning about this in a book history class, as much of my work is motivated by similar notions. The drawings, prints and sculptures produced for my thesis are very much animated by the belief that nature is indeed telling us something with its expressive vocabulary of lines, shapes, textures and colors. As I try to decipher these hieroglyphics through close observation and interaction with the objects and materials, I marvel at the recurring patterns found in natural forms both on land and in the sea. For me, it seems that in every weather-worn remnant, there is a unique narrative and lessons to be gleaned.
The intention of this essay is to provide an overview of how I approached my thesis work with these ideas in mind, including some of the processes involved, a few insights learned along the way, and plenty of questions for future exploration. A selection of the final works has also been included for reference. Why Paper? I chose to study at the Center for the Book so that I might learn as much as I could about the history and tradition of hand papermaking with hopes of also discovering new methods for imagemaking and/or sculpting with paper. I was particuarly interested in learning about the translucent bast fibers used for Asian-style papermaking (i.e., the inner bark of certain vascular plants such as kozo, mitsumata, gampi).
I mention this now because there is a strong association between the content of my work and these materials. In addition to the lustrous surface and texture of paper made possible by bast fibers, I am enthralled by the fact that this same inner bark serves as the main corridor for transmitting organic nutrients during photosynthesis in the living plant. Like the metaphysial presence of the relics referenced in my drawings and sculptures, I've often wondered if it's possible these fibers somehow retain part of that energy after they are harvested and turned into paper.
And then there is the practice of making paper-another crucial aspect. As art therapists Amy Bucciarrelli and Genevieve Camp explained so eloquently during a recent healing arts workshop, the hand papermaking process guides us through the steps of deconstruction and reconstruction as raw fiber is turned into something new and exciting. The physical act of repeatedly dipping mould and deckle into the vat and capturing fibers from the water is playful, meditative and mimics a universal ritual that connects with something larger. After months of practice (and struggle) to gain proficiency with traditional Asian-style papermaking, it became clear that the rituals of harvesting and preparing the fiber and paper were just as important as the drawing or any other part of the work.
Pulp Printing
Considering that much of the two-dimensional work produced here was accomplished using a contemporary image-making technique known as pulp printing, it makes sense to explain this process a little. The term refers to an adaptation of traditional silkscreen printing however, instead of pushing ink through the silkscreen onto machine made paper or cloth, highly-beaten pigmented cotton fibers are sprayed through the screen onto freshly-made (wet) sheets of handmade paper using a household spray bottle. For this body of work, the drawings were only the beginning; an entry point. After initial investiations, I decided to draw them yet again using a reductive technique that involved excavating the lines and shapes from a field of black sumi ink that had been painted on a mylar substrate.
This was done for several reasons: The first relates to the silkscreen-pulp printing process I was experimenting with. I knew I wanted to try pulp printing with Asian-style paper and because I wanted to use the luminosity of the paper as an expressive element, I realized the drawings would need to be inverted so they would become a translucent positive.
After initially scanning and outputting imagery on acetate with an inkjet printer, I decided the elusive energy I was after was lost or weakened by the digital interpretation. I wanted the process to be as direct as possible, so I chose to work directly on a transparent mylar surface (described above), drawing by removing material versus the traditional additive process.
When the silkscreens were finally exposed to the drawings in the darkroom, I delighted in the repetition of seeing line and form re-emerge out of the emulsion every time. Another realization: there is something about this part of the process that also speaks to the mysteries of "presence and absence" and future exploration is anticipated.
Nature Printing
It's been said that I am an investigator and I believe this to be true, as every step of this project informed the next. While my ultimate goal was to use silkscreens for pulp printing on (wet) handmade paper, I also played with the traditional method of printing on dry paper with ink. It was in the midst of printing, when the screen was coated with black ink and backlit by a bright light, that I had one of those "aha" moments, literally seeing the potential for reversing imagery or text so that it would appear as a positive on a translucent surface. As it turns out, this was a major factor in deciding to use reductive drawings for composing my imagery for several of the pulp prints (described above).
It was also the impetus for exploring nature printing, a centuries-old technique of using natural objects themselves as a primitive stencil of sorts. I began playing with this idea soon after arriving in Iowa City, as my husband and I experienced a true northern change of seasons for the first time in our lives. For months, I collected autumn leaves like a kid in a candy shop. Many times, I found myself stopping abruptly to photograph ghostly silhouettes of leaves traced by the sand or melting snow on the sidewalk-Nature's own prints.
When thinking about these iconic leaf forms, I was reminded of Marcel Duchamp's ready-mades and decided there was no need to impose any further interpretation on them. The result was a series of nature prints made by arranging the leaves in the middle of freshly made sheets of Asian-style kozo and mitsumata paper and applying the same finely beaten pigmented pulp, used for the silkscreen prints, around the objects in an effort to capture their elegant shapes and gestures (Figures 5 and 6 ). Natural dyes, extracted from tiny alder cones, were used to tint the paper to a rich, translucent brown.
In a true collaboration, I was happy to provide a vehicle for these objects to express themselves. Simultaneously emerging and disappearing into the paper, the assembly of sixty individual sheets of paper collectively references a host of ideas and emotions about the fragile quality of our lives, the wisdom of diversity, our struggle to be understood by one another and finally, the ephemeral beauty of something as mundane as a leaf or a scrap of kozo bark (Figures   7-15) .
Sculpture: Full Circle
The final phase of this project involved taking a number of the forms I'd been working with for the pulp prints and re-visiting them as sculptures. When initially asked why I wanted to do this I couldn't say; it was more of a hunch about using the dimensional pieces to somehow create a dialogue with the flat work.
After spending months on the drawings and prints and finally delving into the sculptural work, I began to understand why. (An interesting side note: following my intuition and later discovering why seems to be part of my process and I'm learning to trust it.) By constructing the three-dimensional forms, I was able to physically experience the energy of nature and the act of making in a new way. With every stitch sewn into the cloth armatures for the sea urchin sculptures (Figures 17, 18 and 19) , and every wire used to draw the egg casing forms in space (Figure 16 ), I was transported inside the forms and the fiber simultaneously. The challenge of constructing a hollow pouch or a spherical enclosure with paper, gave me a chance to experience the physics and elegant architecture of nature. I was forced to learn a great deal about the fibers so that I might predict how the paper would shrink or react when wrapped around armatures of cloth, wire, or layered with different fibers.
It was only after working in this way that a leap was made and a dialogue began to occur as I embedded text from a letter by my late father, along with earlier drawings and prints into the layers of the sculptures and some of the leaf prints. Larger connections were made between these objects and my own personal narrative, referencing not only our fragile relationship with nature but with each other. The dialogue continued when I tried pulp printing with unused fragments of the delicate kozo bark I'd been incorporating into some of the sculptures.
The result was a series of nature prints produced in the eleventh hour, just as I was finishing up my work for this project. Excited by this leap, the kozo bark prints speak directly to the very energy or metaphysical presence I'd been seeking. After months of effort, it felt as if these pieces made themselves. For me, they are portraits of sentient beings-kozo paper spiritsemerging from paper; they are about the fiber and also of the fiber. As many other artists have observed and written about, there are times when the materials tell us what they want to do and this was one of them.
Conclusion
I see now that the prints and sculptures produced for this thesis are only the beginning of what I hope to be a long and productive investigation. With each sheet of paper produced and used to print on or build dimensional forms, I am reminded of the many layers of experiences woven through our own lives including the imperfections, the frays, the wrinkles, the gaps, the smooth and the rough, the ephemeral beauty-and the wisdom, if we are paying attention.
I can't say where this will lead exactly but I plan to follow the clues as they present themselves. 
